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Severe Weather Outlook
 Multiple disturbances will emerge from

the Rockies and bring dangerous rounds of
severe storms to the Plains and Mississippi
Valley.

 A few strong to severe storms capable of
producing large hail and strong wind gusts
will form along a dryline Wednesday in
parts of West Texas and Oklahoma.

 Much of the day Thursday might remain
tranquil while an atmospheric lid, known
as a "cap," keeps storms at bay.

 This will change in the early evening when
storms are expected to break through the "cap," and a few intense supercells could form near the
dryline from western Kansas into western Oklahoma and the Texas and Oklahoma panhandles.

 "Storms are going to really pop up on
Thursday, Thursday night and continue to
roll right through these central Plains
states all across the Upper Midwest
through the morning on Friday," FOX
Weather Meteorologist Bob Van
Dillen said. "Then behind that, we've got
more storms that are going to fire up with
another cold front as it drives through."

 Hail larger than baseballs is likely to be the
primary initial hazard, the FOX Forecast
Center said.

 Although any initial dryline storms may
diminish by mid- to late evening, renewed
storm development could occur overnight as a cold front overtakes the dryline from southwestern
Texas into western and central Kansas and Oklahoma.

 Severe wind gusts may become an increasing threat with nighttime storms, though hail and a couple
of tornadoes will also be possible.
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WSP USA Inspection Services Active Disasters
Disaster Number

and State Disaster Type Number of Counties
Declared

Days Since
Launch

Registration
Deadline

4749 IL Flooding 1 County 152 5/21/2024

4757 MI Flooding 9 Counties 71 5/8/2024
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